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In prehistory, what idea did early humans have of fatherhood? What did they consider to be attractive physical features? Was a
distinction made between heterosexuality and homosexuality?Â These questions are addressed in this book, using new techniques to
examine archaeological remains and evolutionary evidence of the prehistoric way of life. The impact of distinctive physical features of
the human species is assessed, and sociological developments are also considered. Looking at prehistory in this way raises questions
about our own lives in the late 20th century, and the author discusses fiercly-debated modern questions as to whether sexuality is
genetically determined, or whether it is nature or nurture which governs our behaviour. The Prehistory of Sex: Fo has been added to
your Cart. Buy used: $11.99.Â Four million years ago in Africa, a small group of chimplike creatures began walking exclusively on their
hind legs. The reason they did so is debated, but it marked a profound turning point, leading to the emergence of modern people. Our
tree-swinging ancestors were very successful breeders.Â By taking a long view of the evolution of human sexual culture--by seeing
what people actually did, rather than making claims about what they ought to have done--we will be better able to consider our options
for the next four million years. Read more. Product details.

